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Withdrawal Survey - Spring 2022
English Courses

August 2, 2022
n=44

Please respond to the following statements.

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

I am enrolled in the same or similar
course at another college.

I had personal/family
responsibilities that prevented ...

I will enroll into this course again in
a different semester.

I did not feel prepared for this
course (academic/college).

I lost/did not have access to
financial aid.

I received academic support and
still decided to withdraw.

I did not have access to the
required technology.

I was not able to afford the
textbook(s) required for this class.

I decided that I did not need the
class to complete my goal at the ...

I experienced challenges related to
COVID-19.
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Please provide any additional reasons as to why you withdrew from this class.

I withdrew from English 101 because I was going through family issues , trying to find a home for me and my kids
/me getting surgery it was just a lot at that time.

The teacher was simply bad and was all over the place. She didn't even explain things all the way and she got
upset when you followed the directions but something wasn't in her eyes worthy

I dropped out of the course due to personal family reasons that lead to me not having enough time for the course.

I wasn’t confident that I would be passing the class, so I withdrew to not negatively affect my GPA.

The teacher was an amazing person and tried to help me through my difficult time

Having issues with mental health and other medical reasons

family had covid , as the head of the household/mom i could not continue with the class

Family emergency due to COVID

Was not ready for the class l, lack of technology, time

I withdrew from my classes because I had to much on my plate.

I have a baby and didn’t have time to do it and found the class hard I needed someone to help I will rather like to
attend school in person some days

I was stressed and was also taking a English class in regular school so I was doing 2 English classes. I found
having 2 English classes very stressful.

I had mandatory overtime at my job due to being short staffed because of COVID-19

It’s very personal and I have to think about my family first so that’s why I withdrew from the class

Family got covid 19 and I got really sick and was hard to keep with the work

I withdrew because the teacher was very rude and when I asked for help I only became more confused therefore
the reason I withdrew from her class

I decided to take it during the summer

I withdrew from the COMS 100 course because I had situations outside of school that were taking place and my
attention turned to them.

I battled woth depression and I felt my mental health needed attention.

The reason I withdrew from English 103 was because the teacher was giving loads of assignments and barely
any time to complete them. It was hard to balance high school and college assignments when she assigned a ton
of essays due the next day.
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Did you access student supports from the college (e.g., tutors, the Student 

Success Center)?

Yes

No, I didn't know what was
available

No, I knew about the supports but
did not use them
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Please rate your overall experience at Compton College:

Very satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisified Very dissatisfied
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Would you like us to contact you and discuss future enrollment at 
Compton College?

Yes No
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